
B I N G O
Sam becomes 
suspicious over 
Dean’s behavior 

John and or 
Bobby’s Journal is 
used

A secret is 
revealed 

Young Dean has 
an emotional 
moment

John and or 
Bobby is 
referenced 

Dean is 
concerned about 
Sam

A young 
custodian is more 
than what he 
appears

The Brothers have 
a heart to heart or 
a ‘Chick Flick’ 
moment

Young Dean 
learns to trust

Crowley and or 
Kevin is 
referenced

Handcuffs are 
seen and used

Young Dean 
makes a special 
friend

IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE

Dean makes a 
movie or TV 
reference

The origins of 
Dean’s nickname 
D-Dog is revealed 

Blue glowing eyes 
are seen

Rock salt bullets 
and or Salt is 
used

A brother or 
brothers gets 
tossed by an 
angry spirit or by 
the MOTW

Dean gets 
reacquainted with 
old friends

Ruby’s knife is 
seen and or used

Any form of 
alcohol is seen or 
consumed 

The house mother 
provides 
important 
information

Flashbacks are 
seen

Young Dean 
proves his 
hunting skills

A body is salted 
and burned

 



 

B I N G O
Flashbacks are 
seen

Any form of 
alcohol is seen or 
consumed 

A body is salted 
and burned

The house mother 
provides 
important 
information

Young Dean 
proves his 
hunting skills

Rock salt bullets 
and or Salt is 
used

A brother or 
brothers gets 
tossed by an 
angry spirit or by 
the MOTW

Blue glowing eyes 
are seen

Ruby’s knife is 
seen and or used

Dean gets 
reacquainted with 
old friends

Young Dean 
makes a special 
friend

Dean makes a 
movie or TV 
reference

IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE

The origins of 
Dean’s nickname 
D-Dog is revealed 

A secret is 
revealed 

John and or 
Bobby is 
referenced 

Young Dean has 
an emotional 
moment

Handcuffs are 
seen and used

Sam becomes 
suspicious over 
Dean’s behavior 

John and or 
Bobby’s Journal is 
used

The Brothers 
have a heart to 
heart or a ‘Chick 
Flick’ moment

Young Dean 
learns to trust

Dean is concerned 
about Sam

A young 
custodian is more 
than what he 
appears

Crowley and or 
Kevin is 
referenced

 



 

B I N G O
Dean is 
concerned about 
Sam

The Brothers 
have a heart to 
heart or a ‘Chick 
Flick’ moment

Crowley and or 
Kevin is 
referenced

Young Dean 
learns to trust

A young 
custodian is 
more than what 
he appears

Young Dean has 
an emotional 
moment

Handcuffs are 
seen and used

John and or 
Bobby is 
referenced 

John and or 
Bobby’s Journal 
is used

Sam becomes 
suspicious over 
Dean’s behavior 

Dean makes a 
movie or TV 
reference

The origins of 
Dean’s 
nickname D-
Dog is revealed 

IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE

A secret is 
revealed 

A body is salted 
and burned

Young Dean 
proves his 
hunting skills

The house 
mother provides 
important 
information

Young Dean 
makes a special 
friend

Flashbacks are 
seen

Any form of 
alcohol is seen 
or consumed 

Blue glowing 
eyes are seen

Ruby’s knife is 
seen and or 
used

Rock salt bullets 
and or Salt is 
used

A brother or 
brothers gets 
tossed by an 
angry spirit or 
by the MOTW

Dean gets 
reacquainted 
with old friends



 

B I N G O
A secret is 
revealed 

Rock salt bullets 
and or Salt is 
used

Dean gets 
reacquainted with 
old friends

Ruby’s knife is 
seen and or used

A brother or 
brothers gets 
tossed by an 
angry spirit or by 
the MOTW

The house mother 
provides 
important 
information

Young Dean 
makes a special 
friend

Young Dean 
proves his hunting 
skills

Any form of 
alcohol is seen or 
consumed 

Flashbacks are 
seen

The origins of 
Dean’s nickname 
D-Dog is revealed 

Blue glowing eyes 
are seen

IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE

A body is salted 
and burned

Crowley and or 
Kevin is 
referenced

A young 
custodian is more 
than what he 
appears

Young Dean 
learns to trust

Dean makes a 
movie or TV 
reference

Dean is 
concerned about 
Sam

The Brothers 
have a heart to 
heart or a ‘Chick 
Flick’ moment

John and or 
Bobby is 
referenced 

John and or 
Bobby’s Journal is 
used

Young Dean has 
an emotional 
moment

Handcuffs are 
seen and used

Sam becomes 
suspicious over 
Dean’s behavior 

 



 

B I N G O
Young Dean has 
an emotional 
moment

John and or 
Bobby is 
referenced 

Sam becomes 
suspicious over 
Dean’s behavior 

John and or 
Bobby’s Journal 
is used

Handcuffs are 
seen and used

Young Dean 
learns to trust

Dean makes a 
movie or TV 
reference

A young 
custodian is 
more than what 
he appears

The Brothers 
have a heart to 
heart or a ‘Chick 
Flick’ moment

Dean is 
concerned about 
Sam

A secret is 
revealed 

A body is salted 
and burned

IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE

Crowley and or 
Kevin is 
referenced

Dean gets 
reacquainted 
with old friends

A brother or 
brothers gets 
tossed by an 
angry spirit or 
by the MOTW

Ruby’s knife is 
seen and or 
used

The origins of 
Dean’s 
nickname D-Dog 
is revealed 

Rock salt bullets 
and or Salt is 
used

Blue glowing 
eyes are seen

Young Dean 
proves his 
hunting skills

Any form of 
alcohol is seen 
or consumed 

The house 
mother provides 
important 
information

Young Dean 
makes a special 
friend

Flashbacks are 
seen


